
Keeping our communities safe with 
simple, proactive cloud video security

Case study

Creating spaces safe for residents, customers, and neighbors is top 
priority, and paramount to becoming a successful business. Whether 
running a commercial real estate enterprise or overseeing an affordable 
housing community, the first step is establishing safety and security. 



You’re busy enough running your properties. It’s an around-the-clock  
job, so when you’re getting that much needed shut eye, you don’t want  
to be worrying about catching the local package thief or supervising the 
installation of more cameras. Protecting your residents and staff is  
a 24/7 responsibility, but that doesn’t mean you need to pull all-nighters 
to keep the community safe.

Common industry growing pains

You probably already have a camera system installed. But how complex is it? How long does it  
take to train a new security team member on running it? And most importantly, what can it do?

If an incident occurs outside of regular working hours (which is probably the case), it likely  
goes undetected or there is a delayed response, until footage is checked the next morning 
 or days later. Any delay can put residents, staff and visitors at risk. Reactive approaches are 
“too late” approaches. 

Does this hit a little too close to home? This is the moment to consider a new solution…

1. That works with your existing video and surveillance hardware. 

2. That enhances already-installed readers, sensors, and cameras with smart technology

3. That is accessible to non security professionals on staff. 

4. And delivers AI analytics to provide a 24/7, proactive, cloud-managed solution

Maybe it’s time to take a look at Ava.
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The Ava Solution

Ava is here to upgrade your existing security, so you get more done with less work. It includes:

Plus, Ava Aware integrates seamlessly with many access control solutions to provide day and 
night monitoring of entries and exits.

Finds things fast

Real-time forensic searches across all property locations reduces the burden  
on security teams and staff alike, transforming your system administration to…

Proactive security

Machine-learning video analytics captures events as they happen so that the  
next time a thief tries to smash a car window, you…

Open

Organizations can integrate Ava’s breakthrough video management system,  
Ava Aware, with the existing infrastructure to transform your current cameras 
into smart cameras.

Modern remote management

Now, operators can monitor access control and physical security events 
remotely from any web browser or device, providing true 24/7 visibility—
critical in the cities that never sleep. Ava helps your existing solution become…

Scalable

One web interface for unlimited deployments. Manage a camera system in 
Norway while you sip mai tais in Hawaii. In fact, we encourage it. And did we 
mention that Ava is entirely…

Get real-time alerts

Say a door, for instance, is propped open or a card-reader fails. A map view  
shows the location and video feed in real-time so you…



Real Talk

Seconds matter when protecting your community. Safety, security, and the 
overall well-being of residents is the number one priority. Ava video security 
solutions grants properties and communities the ability to investigate 
incidents quickly. The simplicity of the system meant anyone on staff can 
jump in and resolve an issue—not just your trained security personnel.

Be less reactive and instead empower your teams to be proactively secure, 
so the communities you manage stay safe.

Monitor resident flow Improved resident safety
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Ava Security is a global technology company with 
offices in the UK, Norway, and the USA. It was 
founded in 2016 to create a better, smarter way  
to deliver security. 

Ava protects people, property, and data anywhere. 
Innovative companies worldwide use Ava Reveal™ 
for human-centric data loss protection and Ava 
Aware Cloud™ for video security and analytics.  
To learn more about 

Ava’s smart solutions and how you can enjoy 
proactive security, visit our website or schedule  
a demo with a member of our sales team at  
sales@avasecurity.com.

www.avasecurity.com
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